
Delta Spirit, Ode to Sunshine, (Rounder
Records)

One of the more curious developments that’s
occurred in indie rock over the last couple of years
has been the emergence of folk, or folk-inspired rock,
as the hip, new  genre for hipsters to listen to.  As the
folk scene gets more crowded, artists are getting des-
perate to sound unique and “out there” with their
sound, which more or less means that they’re throw-
ing random, weird shit into their records (if you’ve

listened to
D e v e n d r a
B a n h a r t ’ s
newest album,
you get what I
mean).

This is
where Delta
Spirit, the lat-
est band to
join this
c r o w d e d
genre, enters.
As the name

implies, the band has gone for a rootsy, soul-inspired
sound as opposed to the psychadelic, weird-shit nois-
es of most of their contemporaries.  And while they
attempt to channel the sounds of the 30’s and 40’s
South, the band does little to deny their alternative
roots (two of the members were previously part of
Noise Ratchet, a punkier version of bands like Jimmy
Eat World and Sunny Day Real Estate).  The emo ten-
dencies are most clearly reflected in singer Matthew

noise. The album sounds garbled and forced. It’s dis-
appointing, to say the least, especially considering
how they had such a spectacular debut and a solid fol-
low up. 

Intimacy has its bright spots, but those are few
and very far
b e t w e e n .
Genera l ly,
it’s painful
to listen to
this album.
The first sin-
g l e ,
“Mercury,”
is headache-
i n d u c i n g ,
with the cho-
rus being
chanted over
and over ad nauseum. If I have to hear “My mercury’s
in retrograde” one more time I’m going to put some-
one’s life in retrograde.

The two songs that might be considered listen-
able, “Ion Square” and “Signs,” are mediocre at best,
but they do not compare to any of the songs on their
previous two albums. None of the songs on Intimacy
match up to anything Bloc Party has done to date. 

“Signs” is a slow paced, ballad type song, but the
meaning is lost in all the electronic noise surrounding
the lyrics. “Ion Square” is catchy, and its subject mat-
ter about a successful relationship is a refreshing
change to all the gloom in most alternative rock these
days. The song also gets bonus points for borrowing a
line from an E.E. Cummings poem in its chorus (“I
carry your heart…”). 

Despite these good qualities, the entire album
seems rushed. As I listen to it with increasing frustra-
tion I can’t help but wonder, “What’s the point?” It
seems like the band released Intimacy more for shock
value than anything. It was released mere days after
its announcement, borrowing a page from
Radiohead’s book, but where Radiohead’s In
Rainbows was genius, Intimacy sounds awful.

Had Bloc Party given this album more time, it
might have been better. Had they not gotten caught up
in the marketing ploy of releasing an album early
online, it might not have sounded so forced. However,
the sad truth is that this album fails where their previ-
ous two albums succeeded. 

Brad Mitchell

Bloc Party, Intimacy, (Vice Records)

AT&T’s slogan is “raising the bar.” Bloc Party’s
slogan should be “lowering the bar.” Their debut, Silent
Alarm, was groundbreaking. Their sophomore effort, A
Weekend in the City, while not stellar, was still a solid
album for a young band. Now Intimacy, their third
album, just completely fails.

Bloc Party, for some reason, tries to go electronic
with their third album. I know, I know, that sounds like
a stupid idea, and after listening to Intimacy, I have to
concur, it is quite a stupid idea indeed. I didn’t think it
was possible for a band this promising to sound so
incredibly bad.

Overall, the album sounds like somebody with no
musical talent took a bunch of Bloc Party songs and
threw in some techno beats and a lot of unnecessary
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Welcome back dudes! As many of you have proba-
bly noticed by now, it’s near impossible to walk around
the tri-bar area and not hear some version of the infinite-
ly remixed song “Paper Planes” by M.I.A exploding out
the windows of a passing car. For some this may spark
a feeling of joy, but it is seriously time to stop making
remixes of the same song and listen to something new.
The song is played out, in some cases to the point where
very little of the original song is even noticeable, and
the fact that it can be heard blaring from cars on almost
any street is near unbearable. Below you can find some
new music that is pretty good in some cases, pretty bad
in others, but new and unremixed nontheless. 

On a completely unrelated note, last year I mentioned
a little mouse that lived in my dorm room named Don
Fabrizio that came out and sniffed around whenever my
roommate and I played music. A message to Don
Fabrizio: we no longer live in the bumhole of Queen’s
Court, but we miss you, and if  you have grown into the
large rat that lives outside O’Hare, God bless you.

Mogwai, The Hawk is Howling, (Matador
Records)

The only thing missing from Mogwai’s sixth album,
The Hawk is Howling, aside from cover art that isn’t the
worst thing ever created, is the inclusion of their beauti-
ful Scottish voices. If you have a Scottish accent, there
should be no question of whether or not you show it off
at all available times, even if you are in a post-rock band
that relies on layers of instrumentation to paint its pic-
tures. Unlike previous albums, which included vocoded
vocals and spoken samples, The Hawk is Howling is
strictly instrumental. Running at just over an hour, they
do tend to drag out their album that could easily have
been twenty minutes shorter. Each song definitely
deserves its place on the album, and Mogwai never
seem to stop finding ways to make their guitars tell sto-
ries and stir emotions I didn’t even know I could have,
but with seven of the ten songs running over five min-
utes, they could have held back on the extended ambi-
ence that is present throughout.

Album opener “I’m Jim Morrison, I’m Dead” (and
yes, all the song titles are that perfect) serves its func-

tion wonder-
fully, starting
with a slow
piano intro
and building
in typical
p o s t - r o c k
f a s h i o n ,
adding layer
upon layer of
guitar and
bass, mold-
ing the song
into some-

thing exquisitely pleasing to start off with. The growl of
the bass behind the tactfully played piano develops the
overall tone of the album, a musical painting soaked in
melancholy yet remaining surprisingly hopeful at the
same time. 

“Batcat,” the second song on the album and one that
was also released on an EP of the same name a few

weeks ago, is strikingly similar in style and placement
to the second song of their previous album, Mr. Beast.
Here Mogwai breaks into the heaviest song on the
album, with five and half minutes of darkly overdriven
chords and a pounding bass-line that can evoke nothing
but thoughts of all things violent and angry. Not only is
this the hardest song on the album, but it also seems to
be their heaviest song to date, and with execution this
good, I can only hope that they don’t stop here. 

Tracks three and four immediately pull back on the
depression that was “Batcat,” giving the album some
down time with delightful guitar work leading up to the
fifth song, “The Sun Smells Too Loud.” Upon first lis-
ten, I hated “The Sun Smells Too Loud.” With its rhyth-
mically strummed guitar, super-poppy licks, and driv-
ing drum beat throughout, it just didn’t sound like
Mogwai. It’s certainly a new sound for them, but after a
few listens it actually seems to work well with the
album, and even if it does seem unlike Mogwai, it’s just
too damned catchy to ignore. Expect this to get stuck in
your head for a while. 

The Hawk is Howling is definitely an album in
which the first half of the album takes precedent.  In the
first half, Mogwai both tried new styles and crafted
songs with the same feel they’ve always had, whereas
the second half of the album just seems to be Mogwai
trying to end the album. Each of the latter songs could
individually function as a great album-ender, with each
starting somewhat slow and building to something epic
and loud to cap off the emotional ride that is The Hawk
is Howling. Unfortunately, with five songs following a
somewhat similar song structure, each individually
noteworthy song seems to blend with the others and get
lost. One exception to this rule is the amazing song “I
Love You, I’m Going To Blow Up Your School,” where
the driving bass-line that comes in at 5:32 can only be
described as sounding like it’s straight out of a James
Bond theme song (listen to this track and think James
Bond, and you’ll know exactly what I’m talking about). 

Thanks Mogwai, for a great album and for choos-
ing the lamest cover art I’ve ever seen. Thanks. 

Chris Sprindis

earwax
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made the Motor City 5 look like Strawberry Alarm
Clock.  They could have bucked the trend of scream-
ing pussies and guys in eyeliner selling records that
has plagued music this decade.  Instead of being the
revival of southern rock, good ole fashioned boogie,
and the concept of a band being a group of guys that
love to party and play music, the Kings made a decent
album that belied their incredible potential.  Only By
The Night is a good product; it succeeded where the
band wanted it to and is certainly incredibly listenable,
but it is impossible to shake the feeling that had things
gone just a little differently this could have been one of
the greatest albums of the decade.  The whole thing
was a great effort in the wrong direction.

Sam Wadhams

Kings of Leon, Only By The Night, (RCA
Records)

Only By the Night, the fourth studio album from the
familial Nashville quartet Kings of Leon, marks the lat-
est phase in the group’s transition from hillbilly garage
raconteurs to southern-gothic arena rockers.  The new
album explores the subtlety, depth, and complexity only
hinted at in their previous outing, Because of the Times.
While it is difficult to argue against maturity and depth,
what the album trades in is the signature bombast and
scrotal panache that marked the King’s first two albums
and apparent-
ly expired on
their last.
Certainly the
new album is
more accessi-
ble, but the
Kings of Leon
used to make
the musical
equivalent of
d r o p p i n g
down into
passing gear,
and that sense
of jaw-gnashing acceleration is now tragically absent.
All is not lost, however, as the group has succeeded in
creating a solidly good album that is their most accessi-
ble to date.  The first single, “Sex on Fire,” is tremen-
dous, combining the group’s newer instincts for an
arena-sized sound with their apparently genetic desire
to kick out the jams.  Other standouts, like the pleading-
ly anthemic “Use Somebody” and the genuinely dis-
concerting neo-grunge “Crawl,” show the band’s new
vision fully realized, even when songs like “Cold
Desert” turn the pace of the album unbearably slow.  

During interviews prior to the album’s release, lead
singer and chief songwriter Caleb Followill revealed
that much of the album’s sound had been influenced by
his experience with painkillers following a shoulder
surgery.  This is certainly a painkiller album.  The
drums are way farther back in the mix than before, the
guitars have much more reverb, and the backing vocals
are much more harmonized than before.  The entire
album sounds like it was made underwater, which is
more or less the feeling of being on painkillers.  And
there’s no problem with a nocturnal painkiller album.
The problem is that Kings of Leon used to make open-
road whiskey and cigarette albums.  The problem is that
as haunting and good as this album is, it’s haunted by
how good it could have been. Kings of Leon suddenly
found themselves with the money, fan base, distribu-
tion, and support to make an album that could have

The system it needs a bit of correction right now,
Just might seem like changing direction right now.
As it stands we don’t even make the selections,
And to get into Heaven we even need a connection
On our way down.
There’s nobody left to crown.” 
Mr. Havens, I hear that.
Richie also has a reputation for doing some stellar

covers – in the past he’s redefined a couple of Beatles’
songs and put a new spin on a couple of Bob Dylan’s
epics. In the cover department, the August release does-
n’t disappoint. My personal favorites are Jackson
Browne’s Lives in the Balance and Citizen Cope’s
Hurricane Waters. (Another one you might know is The
Who’s Won’t Get Fooled Again.) In an interview by
WFUV Radio DJ Denis Elsas, Havens told him, “The
songs that I actually covered on any of my albums are
covered because they did something to me – for me – it
wasn’t just to do the song again…If anyone else could
get something out of it, that’s a good purpose.”  Well
said and well played, Richie. 

The album stays true to the signature rhythm guitar
strums, and uses some simple but powerful lead guitar
lines, and backbone bass licks, all topped with soulful
vocal tracks.  The Hammond organ and the strings sec-
tion make guest appearances that cut deep. 

Aaron Charles Peer

Richie Havens, Nobody Left to Crown, (Verve
Forecast Records)

If you don’t know Richie Havens, take a minute to
get acquainted before proceeding. Youtube will suffice.
Search for something like “Richie Havens Woodstock

1969.” There
you will learn
to appreciate
the gripping
folk force of
paired deli-
cate wails and
e a g e r
acoustic gui-
tar strums.
Oh, and you
also oughtta
know that
Havens was

born by the same 1960s Greenwich Village music scene
that brought you Dylan, Baez, and Hendrix. If you know
and appreciate that musical movement and the ideas for
which it stood, you’re gonna love this new shit. 

Roughly 40 years after the recording of that
youtube video you just watched comes Nobody Left To
Crown – that’s 13 new Havens tracks that were released
this past August on Verve Forecast Records (also home
to names like Elvis Costello and Aqualung). 

Nobody Left to Crown’s lyrics offer a social and
political awareness that considers our location on the
timeline of “big picture” issues. This type of conscious-
ness has been, for the most part, lost from universal lyri-
cal content since that ’69 Woodstock festival. Ok,
maybe it’s not totally lost, but consider this at least –
when was the last time you heard a chart-topping pop
song of the present that expressed an awareness beyond
some morally-deprived teenaged whining? Hell yeah,
this definitely feels refreshing. This man’s got some-
thing to say. Here’s a lyric for you from the album’s title
track (that’s number seven for those of you who are fol-
lowing along at home):

“What if they gave an election
And nobody came to vote?

Vasquez’s passionate tenor, who would probably make
reciting the alphabet an emotional, intent affair.
Unfortunately, his lyrics do tend to focus on himself a
bit too much, which is a disappointment as they carry
the most weight when he sings about other people’s
problems (notably the self-explanatory “Streetwalker”
and “People, Turn Around,” a list of general social ills).
The thoughtfulness of his lyrics is certainly pleasing
because Vasquez possesses an ability to sound empa-
thetic to other people’s problems.

The music is, thankfully, not entrenched in emo
and modern rock.  The musicians in the band  seem
genuinely interested not only in the black bluesmen of
the Delta region but also infusing their own style and
tastes instead of creating carbon copies of what’s
already been done.  This works best on the piano-led
songs, which include the standout single “Trashcan,”
notable for the excellent flow between the vocals and
the extremely catchy piano melody.  But the guitar-led
tracks, which are the bulk of the album, don’t fare as
well.  The music seems bound by its soul-inspiration,
and there are several songs that sound basically the
same.

This isn’t to say that Delta Spirit is attempting
something pointless.  It’s a breath of fresh air to hear
somebody trying something new by revisiting some-
thing old, and the listener is rewarded several times on
the album.  The problems that they suffer from are the
norm for a debut; they struggle with not sounding self-
interested, and they still haven’t truly found a distinc-
tive sound.  But given their obvious earnestness, the
next go-around may sound a little less like a couple of
white guys from California imitating southern black
music from 60 years ago.  Or that’s what I’m hoping
for.

Eamon Stewart

the paper’s ill-egal download list 

“The Tears of Music and Love”  - Deerhoof

Deerhoof’s first single from their forthcoming album
Offend Maggie is a rock song as only Deerhoof can
write. The band is never wont to stay in one place for
very long, and “The Tears and Music of Love” shows
the band’s propensity for unconventional song struc-
ture and disparate song parts while still maintaining
fluidity. The song’s primary (read: most common)
melody is primarily Satomi Matsuzaki’s two note
falsetto doubled by one guitar, while the other plays a
thin rythmic riff underneath and Greg Saunier tasteful-
ly and impressively around his minimal drum kit.
Despite their generally eclectic nature, Deerhoof still
manage to remain extremely catchy, and this song is a
perfect example of exactly how Deerhoof is able to
accomplish more in a three to four minute song than
most rock bands can accomplish in an entire discogra-
phy.

“Bumpin’ Rap Tapes ”  -  Japanther

“Bumpin’ Rap Tapes,” the first track off the upcoming
full length, Tut Tut, Now Shake Ya Butt, shows
Japanther staying comfortably within their special
brand of fuzzy dance-punk. Like almost every other
Japanther song, “Bumpin’ Rap Tapes” is catchy, dancy,
repetitive, and absolutely worth a listen. Granted it’s
nothing special or spectacular, but it gets the job done,
and the echoey drum intro is nothing short of delight-
ful. Check out Spin magazine’s website to download
the song for free and read about the upcoming album. 

“Swagger Like Us ” - T.I. feat Jay-Z, Lil’ Wayne,
and Kanye West

It’s all over the radio and bumping from every car
radio in the Bronx, just like it fucking should be. A
pure banger from end to end, the song features four
ego-fuelled, gangsta-ass, extremely talented lyricists,
who aren’t afraid to grab their nuts and tell the world
to suck on them. And the beat is just HUGE. With a
deft synthy keyboard, and M.I.A’s soothing voice
telling the world that “No one on the corner got swag-
ger like us,” it gives everyone ample room to shine. 

“Dead City Sound”  -  O Pioneers!!!

O Pioneers!!!, formerly a two-man band playing lo-fi
punk and releasing about two billion 7-inches a day,
have finally added a bass player and settled down to
record a second full length. The full band sound  kicks
in hard in this song, starting with a driving bass intro
and progessing into what I always wanted O
Pioneers!!! to sound like. I knew they had it in them,
and they finally let it out. The vocals are less whiney
then they once were, the gravely screaming is beauti-
fully timed, and it’s placed against a layer of music
that actually sounds full, complete, and welcomingly
listenable.
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